
Rob Portman Should Rethink His Background Checks Vote 

 Bottom Line: Senator Rob Portman has voiced support for improving the background check system, which is welcome news. But on April 17, he voted 

against the Manchin-Toomey background check amendment and instead voted for the Grassley-Cruz amendment created by the Washington gun lobby. 

Senator Portman should take a second look, and rethink these votes: In truth, Manchin-Toomey would require checks on all commercial sales and 

strengthen the background check system—while Grassley-Cruz would weaken existing law and make it easier for the dangerously mentally ill to get 

guns. 

If Senator Portman really supports background checks, he should have voted for the bipartisan legislation sponsored by NRA A-rated Senators Joe 

Manchin and Pat Toomey. Grassley-Cruz is actually a decoy amendment created by the NRA that would weaken current gun laws.  

 Portman’s claims: Announcing his “no” vote on Manchin-Toomey, Portman said Grassley-Cruz “improve[s] background checks by strengthening state 

reporting of individuals who courts have found to be mentally ill.”
i
 In a letter to a constituent, Portman said again that the amendment would  “improve[]” the 

background check system.
ii
  

 The truth: Grassley-Cruz does not address the single most important problem with the background check system: the private sale loophole which allows 

6.6 million guns to be sold each year without background checks. Criminals routinely exploit this private sale loophole: Nearly 80% of inmates who used a 

handgun in their crimes acquired the gun in a private transfer.
iii
 Grassley-Cruz would have left this loophole wide open. 

 The truth: By comparison, Manchin-Toomey would help keep guns out of the hands of criminals by requiring all gun buyers in commercial settings—

including online and at gun shows—to face background checks. 

 The truth: Grassley-Cruz would actually weaken the background check system by:  

 Cutting funding for the background check system by $105 million in 2013, and providing only one-fifth of the funding that Manchin-Toomey 

provides for fiscal years 2014-2017. 

 Making it easier for the seriously mentally ill to buy guns by remove the bans on gun ownership for: 

 People involuntarily committed to psychiatric hospitals as soon as their commitment order expires—meaning people recently hospitalized and still 

recovering from a mental health crisis could go directly from the hospital to a gun store and legally buy a firearm; 

 People who have been involuntarily committed to psychiatric hospitals, unless that decision was made by a court—disqualifying all mental health 

determinations that are made by doctors; and  

 People found to lack the mental capacity to manage their affairs. 

 Invalidating mental health records already in the system, by revoking these longstanding bans. 

 The Truth: Manchin-Toomey would strengthen the existing background check system by ensuring that state mental health records are entered into the 

system, removing hurdles to state-level reporting of mental health records, and requiring federal courts to submit critical mental health records. 

 Portman’s claim: Grassley-Cruz will “crack down on gun trafficking and on those who knowingly bypass current law to get weapons in the hands of violent 

criminals.”
iv
 

 The truth: Grassley-Cruz would make it harder for law enforcement to crack down on gun trafficking by removing ATF’s authority to require dealers to 

report multiple assault rifles sales. 

 The truth: If Senator Portman wants to assist law enforcement, he should support the omnibus reform bill—which creates new crimes for straw 

purchasing and trafficking. Meanwhile, Grassley-Cruz would strip the teeth from these new crimes, denying police the tools necessary to stop crime. 

 The truth: Background checks are the best enforcement mechanism we have: Checks serve to make sure that people prohibited from buying guns are 

actually stopped at the point of sale. The background check system blocks about 150,000 gun sales each year to prohibited people.  Senator Portman voted 

against strengthening and expanding this enforcement system. 

 



Portman was also mistaken about Manchin-Toomey when he voted against it. This is the proposal Portman should vote for, and he should stand up 

against misconceptions pushed by the gun lobby. 

 Portman’s claim: Manchin-Toomey would require background checks for loans between friends and family: “[I]f you let your neighbor borrow a gun to go 

hunting even for a short period of time, and I am someone who has both lent my guns for that purpose and borrowed guns for that purpose, you would have to 

[get a background check].”
v
 

 The truth: The amendment would not require background checks for transfers between family, friends, and neighbors. Indeed, the requirement would not 

have applied to any sales outside of commercial settings—online, at gun shows, or in classified ads. 

 Portman’s claim: Manchin-Toomey is burdensome and “would make it more difficult for law-abiding Ohioans to exercise their constitutionally guaranteed 

rights.”
vi
 

 The truth: 99.96% of Ohioans live within 10 miles of a licensed dealer, meaning that traveling to a gun store to get a background checks for private sales 

would not create a burden.
vii

 

 The truth: Since all purchasers at gun stores already face a background check, gun owners undergo and pass checks all the time. And the system resolves 

over 90 percent of these checks within 90 seconds. The amendment blocked by a Senate minority would simply expand this same system used by dealers 

to cover all commercial sales. 

 Portman’s claim: Manchin-Toomey does not address the gun violence epidemic: “I do not believe in the end, unfortunately, [Manchin-Toomey] would be 

effective in preventing the kind of heartbreaking loss that we saw in Newtown or other recent tragic incidences.”
viii

 

 The truth: In the growing number of states that go beyond federal law by requiring background checks on private transfers, there are 38% fewer women 

shot to death by intimate partners, and there is 48% less gun trafficking. 

 The truth: Background checks save lives and are the only systematic tool to keep guns out of the hands of felons and other dangerous people. The 

background check system has stopped nearly 2 million prohibited purchases from taking place.   

 The truth: Criminals exploit the private sale loophole to obtain guns.  Nearly 80% of inmates who used a handgun in their crimes acquired the gun in a 

private transfer.
ix
 Expanded checks would stop these deadly sales—and leave dangerous people empty-handed.   

 Portman’s claim: Portman said he was simply standing with Ohioans: “I represent the people of Ohio, and a lot of people in Ohio feel very strongly about 

their 2nd Amendment rights.”
x
 

 The truth: 83% of Ohio residents are in favor of requiring each and every gun buyer to face a background check.
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 Manchin-Toomey Amendment 

Portman Voted “No”  

Grassley-Cruz Amendment 

Portman Voted “Yes”  

Requiring 

Background Checks 

on All Commercial 

Gun Sales 

Requires background checks on all gun sales in 

commercial settings, including online, at gun shows, 

and in classified ads. This is the most important step 

we can take to keep guns out of dangerous hands. 

Retains the loophole that allows felons, domestic abusers, and the severely 

mentally ill to avoid background checks simply by shopping online or at 

gun shows. Prohibited people take advantage of this loophole: Nearly 80% of 

those who commit crimes with handguns acquire the guns in private sales. 

Lifting Bans on Gun 

Possession by the 

Severely Mentally Ill 

Maintains the current prohibitions on gun possession 

by the seriously mentally Ill. 

Revokes longstanding bans on gun possession by the severely mentally 

ill, enabling more mentally ill people to buy guns: 

 People involuntarily committed to psychiatric hospitals could legally buy 

guns as soon as their commitment order expired, meaning people recently 

hospitalized and still recovering from a mental health crisis could go 

directly from the hospital to a gun store—and legally buy a firearm.
1
 

 People involuntarily committed to psychiatric hospitals could legally buy 

guns, unless they were committed by a court or similar body.
2
 

 People found to lack the mental capacity to enter into contracts or 

manage their affairs could legally buy guns.
3
 

Strengthening the 

Current 

Background Check 

System 

Ensures that critical mental health records are 

submitted to the gun background check system by 

providing funding to help states get their records in, 

removing hurdles to state-level reporting of mental 

health records, and requiring federal courts to submit 

mental health records.
4
 

Weakens the gun background check system by:  

 Cutting funding for the background check system by $105 million in 

2013, and providing only one-fifth of the funding that Manchin-Toomey 

provides for fiscal years 2014-2017.
5
 

 Revoking longstanding mental health prohibitions—reducing the number 

of mental health records submitted to the system and invalidating many 

records already in the system.  

Stripping Law 

Enforcement Tools 

Does not strip any law enforcement tools. 

  

Weakens existing law, stripping ATF’s authority to require dealers to 

report multiple sales of assault rifles.
6
 This reporting program has been 

highly successful, leading to 120 criminal investigations in its first 8 months. 

See http://1.usa.gov/100syLJ. 

Creating New Law 

Enforcement Tools 

Manchin-Toomey is the centerpiece of a reform bill 

(S.649) that would create new federal crimes for 

straw purchasing and trafficking, better equipping 

law enforcement to break up trafficking rings.
7
 

Amends the omnibus reform bill (S.649) to strip the teeth from these new 

crimes, denying law enforcement the tools it needs to stop crime.
8
 

 

                                                 
1 Bill text, page 9, lines 11-13 
2 Bill text, page 7, lines 8-14 
3 Bill text, page 7, line 8 - page 9, line 5 
4 Bill text, sections 101-103 
5 Bill text, page 3, line 17 - page 4, line 1 
6 Bill text, section 114 
7 Bill text, section 202 
8 Bill text, section 109 
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